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I. INTRODUCTION
Fading channel models are of great importance in both the analysis and design of modem digital communication systems. Historically, these models were statistical. and were based upon both propagation theoy, and measurements. Many of the early models were developed for terrestrial channels, and these were eventually adapted to satellite channels.
A number of researchers. e.g., Loo [3] and Lutz 141, have attempted to use empirical data to develop fading probability density functions (pdfs) for modeling the timevarying channel attenuation of mobile satellite channels. The Lutz model distinguishes between time intervals with high-received signal power ("good" or unshudowed channel state) and time intends with low power levels ("bad or shadowed channel state). The good channel state corresponds to an unobstructed (unshadowed) signal path between the transmitter and the receiver, and the bad state corresponds to areas to where the direct (or "line-of-sight") signal is shadowed by obstacles. In the Lutz model a Markov model is used to approximate the characteristics of the switching process between the good and bad states.
We note that these and most other models were derived for geosynchronous satellite systems in wrhich the satellite is essentially physically statioxuy.
Under certain conditions, the models can also be applied to nongeosynchronous systems, at least for a short period of time, but models for low earth ohit (LEO) and medium earth ohit (MEO) systems necessarily must be different. In addition, LEO and ME0 systems often employ satellite diversity to improve performance.
In this case, correlations between links to multiple satellites must be Dr The composite pdf is the sum of these two pdfs, weighted by their respective probabilities of occurrence.
The differences between the model in [l] and those in [3] and [4] lie first in that in [l] . data for an urban environment is used. and more importantly, a different method is employed. based upon measured data for level crossing rate (LCR) and average fade duration (AFD).
In our simulation we have used the Nakagami-ni pdfto model the fading amplitude distribution in each of the states:
where P, the average power in the distribution is equal to E(?), and the parameter in is the "shape" parameter. The parameter m is somewhat analogous to the Rician k-factor in Rician fading [SI. We have used this distribution as it offers great flexibility and accuracy in matching both experimental data and various well-known theoretical distributions [SI. Via variation of the shape parameter ni, the Nakagami distribution can model conditions varying from Rayleigh to Rician and beyond, and hence is often used to model fading in both terrestrial a d satellite environments.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In our simulation we first generate a random fading time series according to the analytical model derived in [ 11, using a technique given in [SI. Tlus time series represenls the channel amplitude process within a single state. The statistics of the generated Nakagami time series have been extensively verified against theoretical statistics for the given parameters, and agreement is excellent.
The fading time series is used to represent the fading amplitude during periods tlie channel is in a single "state."
To create the multi-state fading time series we employ a Markov model for the switching process that witches between fading states (shadowed or unshadowed), with a given set of transition probabilities. These transition probabilities are also based upon measurements to the largest extent possible. This two-state simplification of the wireless channel behavior is also known as a Gilben-Elliot model [ 
where the values of m and P for the shadowed state are denoted nil and PI, and subscript "2" is analogously employed for the unshadowed state. The constants a, and a2 are normalized to agree will1 the measured cumulative fade probability (probability that the channel is in a given fade state), and also ensure the composite pdf has unit area. A block diagram of the fading simulator is given in Fig. 1 y? In Fig. 1 mL and PL represent the shape factor h" and P, the average power in the distribution. respectively. for the first Nakagami generator (Nakagami 1 in Fig. 1) used to generate the fading samples corresponding to the bad or shadowed state, while mH and PH represent the "m" and P values corresponding to the good or unshadowed state. From (2) it can be observed that the pdfof the model comprises the addition of hvo dtfferent Nakagami generated time series weighted by their respective probabilities of occurrence. The switching between the two Nakagami generators according to their "state probabilities" is accomplished using the Markov switching gcncrator. A brief description of the steps used in the model development follows.
;(IT) ---------
1. The first step is data gathering. The data used in the initial model development was gathered from experiments conducted as described in [2] . The Land Mobile Satellite System (LMSS) propagation experiment at 1.8 GHz was conducted in Athens. Greece for high elevation angle channels.
A land vehicle speciftcally prepared to accommodate the receiver system performed the channel recordings. Four MITOW 
where LCR(R) is the level crossing rate at level R. and the distribution function cdf(R) is the integral of the pdfpx(x), from 0 to R. The pdf px(x) is the probability density function of the time-varping fading emelope x(g, with R=20/ogldx). From (3): the explicit expression for the functionp,(x) is then
where we lnve abbreviated LCR by L. and AFD by A* and the primes denote derivatives. It is found that the functional from of the LCR(R) is identical to the Nakagaini form when the pdf was Nakagami. We cume fit to the LCR and AFD data to obtain the "m" factor of the Nakagami pdf and the average power in the distribution using the least mean square error method. Tlius for each state we obtain the Nakagami pdf parameters m and P of (4).
3. We ne\? use the m and P values from step 2 as inputs to our Nakagami (single-state) fading generator. Tlus generator is based upon the development in 161.
4. Thc final step involvcs gcnerating thc switching process tlnt models switching between the two regimes obtained. We have used a Markov switching generator. similar to the one used in [4] . We use the data from the cdss, as noted in step 2_ to obtain "state probabilities". the probabilities of being in a fading state.
For the models developed in [I], the choice of hvo regimes was made for three reasons: (i) convenience and agreement with a visual "fit_" (ii) to agree with the physically-juswied division of prior models (Lutz_ Loo)_ (iii) because after numerous attempts over fitting the entire domain it was found that the number of terms required to achieve a good fit in the "single-regime'' approach was too large to render the resultingpdys convenient.
RESULTS
An example output of the simulator is shown in Fig. 2 . where we have plotted the fading channel amplitude in dB versus time, for a two-state case. with Nakagami parameter (ni.P) values of (1OJ) and (l>O.Ol) for the unshadowed and shadowed states, respectively. We also filter the time series to induce correlation in the time series. as occurs in actual channels. [I] . An example result is shown in Fig. 3 . where we show the LCR for a single-state case, with the Nakagami parameter m=6.5. Good agreement between simulation and measured data is observed. Figure 4 show the LCR plot for a twostate case.
Here the filst state @ad or shadowed) has the Nakagami parameters in = 1 and P = 0 002. while the second state parameters are m = 12 and P = 1.1. The measured data is the data gathered from one of the streets on whicli the propagation experiments were conducted. Even in this case fairly good agreement between simulated and measured data can be observed. although some discrepancy is present. 
